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The Mexican Strategic Landscape Report is a monthly publication of the Institute for Strategy
and Development Research, a think tank dedicated to the analysis and the dissemination of
information in key topics which adress Mexico's problems and structural challenges. This
document provides insights from the six different regions that make up the country. It helps
readers and decision makers comprehend the particularities and complexities of each one
concerning four main subjects:

SECURITY

DEVELOPMENT

NATURAL
RESOURCES

POWER AND
AUTHORITIES

OVERVIEW
1. CELAC meeting in Mexico. During September, Mexico was host to the Community of

Latin American and Caribbean States where a divided Latin America and a worn-out
CELAC could be seen. Participants addressed the pandemic crisis management, equitable
access to vaccines, the creation of a fund for natural disasters, and the human rights violations
in countries like Cuba, Venezuela, and Nicaragua. Regarding Mexico's participation, what
stood out was a request to the US to end the Cuban embargo, a call to reform the OAS,
and an invitation made to the President of China Xi Jinping to give a video message to
participants. These last topics were not well received by the United States and contributed
to further weaken the bilateral relationship. This CELAC conference made apparent the
global trend of political division and social polarization is well underway in the region, as
Latin American countries opt-in to authoritarian models and others choose democracy.
What model will Mexico choose?

2. United Kingdom interested in entering the T-MEC. After a failed attempt to negotiate

a bilateral agreement between the United Kingdom and the United States, Boris Johnson
is considering as an option joining the T-MEC commercial alliance made by Mexico, the
United States and Canada. Regarding the news, the Mexican President mentioned that
the agreement should be kept as originally designed and that its viability should be separately
analyzed by each signing country. Although the T-MEC was designed to boost the
competitiveness of the North American region, the possible admission of the United
Kingdom is an opportunity to expand its transatlantic influence and could be an option to
counterweight the growing influence of China in the region.

3. Terrorism or Organized Crime? During September, 3 incidents sparked a national

debate on the possible evolution of organized crime tactics. These incidents are the
Baby ’O nightclub arson in Acapulco, the package bomb delivered to the owners of a bar
in Salamanca, Guanajuato, and the explosion of a package registered in a house in
Puebla. Although the causes of these incidents are diverse, the tactics used by criminals
reveal greater sophistication and some of these actions could fit more within the description
of a terrorist act, however, there is a reluctance of the political class to discuss this possibility
due to the national and international implications of defining them that way. If there is no
responsible and detailed diagnosis or analysis of these acts, Mexico will be unable to
effectively prevent and combat them.

THINGS TO OBSERVE IN OCTOBER 2021:
Congress voting the controversial electrical reform and the transfer of the National
Guard to SEDENA.
The inauguration of new governors with great financial burdens of debt from their
predecessors.
New travel rules to the United States starting on November that could affect mexican
travelers.

REGION 1: NORTHWESTERN

SECURITY
Criminal groups interfered in Sinaloa elections. Although historically organized crime, particularly the
Sinaloa Cartel, has had significant power and control of different areas of Sinaloa, In the last gubernatorial
elections, several media outlets documented activities carried out by criminal groups to favor Morena's
candidate. Among the actions was the kidnapping of electoral operators of the PRI prior to the election. This
incident reveals several things: these activities were part of an organized strategy and not isolated acts of
violence to influence electoral results, and there was an apparent complicity by several authorities for not
prosecuting any of the reported events.

DEVELOPMENT
Companies seek to hire migrants in Tijuana. Several Tijuana companies are considering the possibility of
hiring migrants who have permit to work formally in the country. The announcement comes after the revelation
that in Tijuana there are more than 26,000 job vacancies available in the maquiladora industry. If the initiative
succeeds, it will represent an opportunity to mitigate the migration crisis that the city is going through and
would allow migrants to start a new life and contribute to the local economy.

NATURAL RESOURCES
The US and Mexico cooperate to improve air quality. To reduce pollution and create greater social awareness
of the problem, the United States Consulate installed an air quality monitoring system at the Tijuana US
Consulate and the California government donated 50 sensors to the Tijuana municipality to measure pollution
in different parts of the city. It is important to note that despite that the federal government has other
environmental priorities, at the local level, the integration of different regions has helped advance strategic
issues in the bilateral relationship such as climate change and air pollution.

POWER AND AUTHORITY
Migrant sanctuary inaugurated in Baja California. Considered the first of its kind in the country, the Baja
California government opened a migrant sanctuary located in Tijuana, with the purpose of hosting migrant
families and to provide them with basic services such as medical care, food, and shelter. In recent months, the
border city has received a wave of migrants from Central America and people fleeing the violence in
Michoacán. So far, it is unknown if the sanctuary will protect migrants from possible deportations and what
their relationship with Mexican migration authorities will be.

INSIGHT
The United States goes after Mayo Zambada and collaborators. In an aggressive and unprecedented
offensive against “El Mayo” Zambada and his criminal structure, the United States announced a series of
measures like an increase of the reward to 15 million dollars to those who provide information on his
whereabouts, the inclusion of Sergio Valenzuela, operator of El Mayo in Nogales, Sonora, in the Treasury
Department Specially Designated Nationals list, and the accusation of the Indios Rojos baseball team
from Ciudad Juárez of trafficking fentanyl and other drugs for El Mayo. Considered the last old-school
capo in Mexico and the main leader of the Sinaloa Cartel, his capture could generate a widespread
increase in violence over trafficking routes and territory control.

REGION 2: NORTHEASTERN

SECURITY
Violence and insecurity grow in Nuevo León. During the past month different violent incidents revealed
the growing interest that criminal organizations have in the State, and the state authority’s negligence in
public security that allowed an increase in crimes. Among the incidents are the seizure of 250 kilos of crystal
meth in the city of Linares, considered the largest confiscation in Nuevo León history, the murder of more
than 49 people in the metropolitan area of Monterrey during the month and the killing of 9 armed civilians
during a security operation on the Anahuac-Colombia Highway. If this trend continues, it could affect economic
growth and the popularity of the new Governor.

DEVELOPMENT
Highway will link the Bajío with Tamaulipas. The Governors of Tamaulipas and Guanajuato began construction
works on the Mante-Ocampo-Tula highway that will connect the Bajío region and southern Tamaulipas.
Some benefits of this road are the reduction of travel times and the boost it will give to the region’s competitive
advantage. It is important to note that Bajío is one of the main industrial areas of the country and by joining
it with southern Tamaulipas they will be able to use its ports to import and export their products by land
and sea.

NATURAL RESOURCES
Water security pending issue on Nuevo León's agenda. During September, El Horizonte newspaper held
a Water Forum where different specialists addressed the water problem Nuevo León faces. Experts
stated that 70% of the water consumed in the state is destined for agricultural uses and that Nuevo León
inhabitants have one of the highest domestic consumptions per capita than other urban areas in the country. To
avoid a water crisis the next government should consider among its top priorities to ensure new sources
of water and seek greater efficiency in its general, economic and public uses.

POWER AND AUTHORITY
Works announced for Altamira and Tampico Ports. The 2022 national spending package includes
budget to carry out various construction works in the Altamira and Tampico ports. The dredging work that
will allow the entry of New Panamax ships in the Altamira Port and the construction of a control tower building in Tampico port stand out among the announced projects. Despite the pandemic, both ports have
shown growth in cargo volume during 2021, so these construction works will allow further development in
the region.

INSIGHT
Haitian migrants trapped between Mexico and the United States. The images of US border agents
on horseback chasing Haitian migrants in the Del Rio city in Texas caused global commotion and raised
tension between México and the United States Governments. In the State of Coahuila, it is expected that
10,000 Haitian migrants will arrive soon because the immigration authority granted them a temporary
card for humanitarian reasons. After the incident, the Governors of Coahuila and Texas held a working
meeting to coordinate actions that address the migration crisis the border is going through.

REGION 3: WESTERN-BAJÍO

SECURITY
Displaced persons and narco camps in Zacatecas. Jerez Municipality has become a new battlefield
between organized crime groups and residents. In an operation this month, state authorities destroyed
6 narco training camps and different surveillance points used by organized crime, which reveals the
power these groups had and the siege under which local population lived. The situation has become so
critical that in recent months hundreds of families have had to flee, leaving their homes and belongings
behind. Despite operations carried out in the area, the state government has not been able to pacify
the region or create stable conditions for families to return.

DEVELOPMENT
European companies will invest in Guanajuato. In his most recent tour in Europe, the Guanajuato Governor
managed to obtain investments for more than 446 million dollars from companies in the automotive, auto
parts, aeronautics, and technology sectors. There is an investment for more than 2 billion pesos made by
the Austrian company ZKW Group, an electronic systems and lighting specialist. Despite the state good
economic performance, insecurity has not been tamed which has limited its growth potential.

NATURAL RESOURCES
Avocado production threatens protected areas in Michoacán. Avocado production in Michoacán has
had important repercussions on the environment. Among them are the loss of more than 300 thousand
hectares of natural areas due to the change in land use in recent years for avocado planting, the excessive
use of water and the loss of biodiversity. Although effects such as extreme weather conditions and soil
desertification are already beginning to be seen, few measures have been implemented to make this
industry more sustainable and environmentally friendly.

POWER AND AUTHORITY
Fiscal Pact and Mandate Revocation in Jalisco. Citizens of Jalisco are preparing to vote important
issues, such as the consultation of the fiscal pact planned to be held between November 20 and December
12, where at least 2.5 million people must participate to analyze new ways of managing state and federal
resources. On the other hand, citizen groups are collecting signatures to request mandate revocation, the
group must gather 160,000 signatures before April 2022 for the Electoral Institute to start the process. If
both changes are approved, they would have important country-level repercussions because they would
generate precedents for other states to seek similar legislative changes.

INSIGHT
Bomb kills 2 people in Guanajuato. A package with a bomb was delivered to the owners of the Restaurant Barra 1604 in the city of Salamanca in Guanajuato, causing the death of the owners and injuring
several people. The motive behind the incident would be a millionaire debt according to data revealed by
the State Attorney Office. The modus operandi they used to collect the debt is unusual, which speaks of
more sophisticated and lethal tactics used by criminal groups. The incident sparked a debate among
academics and politicians about the possibility of these types of acts being classified as terrorists, which
would require a different combat strategy.

REGION 4: CENTRAL

SECURITY
Package explodes in a house in Puebla. Considered an unusual event, a person left a package bomb
outside a home in the Real de Guadalupe suburb in Puebla municipality. Although no deaths were registered,
the explosion caused various material damage and caused fear among neighbors. Although the reason of
the explosion has not been released, it is unofficially believed that the event could have been a warning
against an ex-drug dealer. If this last hypothesis is true, it would confirm the country is facing a tactical
evolution of organized crime groups.

DEVELOPMENT
Mexico City airspace saturated. Although México City airspace has been saturated for 10 years, Felipe
Angeles International Airport is still scheduled to operate in March 2022. So that the new airport can operate
simultaneously with the Toluca and Mexico City International Airport it will be necessary to redesign the
airspace configuration, provoking some security concerns due to its viability. The airspace redesign also
has caused complaints for the noise reported by neighbors and for the delays it has triggered on other
air routes.

NATURAL RESOURCES
17 people in Hidalgo die from a river overflow. The overflowing of the Tula River caused the IMSS Hospital
clinic No.5 to be flooded, causing a failure in the electricity supply and with it the death of 17 people who
depended on electric respirators. The incident provoked a debate on the possible negligence in which
different authorities incurred, as well as the demand by the relatives of the victims for an impartial investigation
to determine the causes and failures in protocols and the chain of communication by the authorities.

POWER AND AUTHORITY
New lines of investigation on the disappearance of Ayotznipa students. In the seventh anniversary of the
disappearance of 43 students from the Ayotzinapa school, a new hypothesis arises about the students’ fate. It
is now believed that they were cremated in various places and not only in the Colula garbage dump, as the first
investigation pointed out. It is important to note that this month authorities killed "El Indio", leader of Guerreros
Unidos criminal group, considered one of those responsible for the students’ disappearance, so as time passes
the possibility of knowing what happened is increasingly difficult and complicated.

INSIGHT
Chiquihuite mountain landslide in the State of Mexico. The Chiquihuite mountain located in Tlanepantla
the municipality in the State of Mexico collapsed causing the death of 4 people and damage to several
houses. The incident provoked a debate among the affected people about the causes of the landslide,
as well as the actions of the authorities because in previous days heavy rains had been registered, causing
waterfalls and some rocks to fall on houses of the area. In the Atlas Risk Book, the area is classified as
high risk due to the slope’s instability, so the risk of an accident occurring was high in those weather conditions.

REGION 5: SOUTHERN

SECURITY
South of Veracruz requires new security strategy. Crime rates in the cities of Coatzacoalcos and Minatitlan
have stood out so far in 2021, but for different reasons. Minatitlán is the second city in Veracruz with the
most clandestine fuel intakes registered in 2021. Coatzacoalcos draws attention because of an attack
against a repair shop and several cases of extortion. Business chambers mentioned that a new security
strategy is required to face this criminal wave that could affect the Interoceanic Corridor project and the
attraction of new companies.

DEVELOPMENT
Puerto Chiapas will receive cruises in December. After more than 1 year since the arrival of cruise ships
to Puerto Chiapas was suspended, the first ship of The World company will arrive in December, and the
arrival of new boats is expected for January 2022. During the health crisis the cruise industry was one of
the most affected in the country. It is expected that by 2022, with the advancement of vaccination campaigns,
the industry may show a greater economic recovery.

NATURAL RESOURCES
Italian oil company discovers important oil field. Eni oil company announced in a statement the discovery of
an oil field in the Sayulita-1 EXP well located in the Salina Basin in southeastern Mexico. The oil field is believed
to have a production capacity of up to 3,000 barrels of oil per day. Regarding the national oil policy, although
the President assured that the contracts granted to private companies during the energy reform would be
respected, he now promises that during his government no new oil exploitation concessions will be handed
out.

POWER AND AUTHORITY
New Consulate of Haiti in Chiapas. After the arrival of thousands of Haitian migrants to Chiapas and the
reported attention delay of their immigration procedures, the Haitian Embassy in Mexico announced that
they will open consulates in Chiapas and Tabasco to verify the treatment of migrants and to reactivate
flights from Mexico to Puerto Principe, Haiti, for those who wish to voluntarily return to the country. The
measure takes place within the context of the expulsion of Haitian migrants from the US and the pressure
Mexico faces to stop the arrival of new migratory waves, which has caused tension in the US-Mexico
relationship.

INSIGHT
Paramilitarism and drug trafficking in Chiapas. Chiapas is experiencing an internal conflict between
the emergence of new paramilitary groups disputing control of territories with organized crime groups
and local caciques. In Ocosingo, members of Frente Nacional de Lucha por el Socialismo (FNLS) denounced
the paramilitary group “Los Petules” for the repeated aggression suffered by residents of the El Carrizal
and Rio Florido communities. While in Pantelhó a new armed group called “Gente de Selva” emerged to
remove the municipal authorities who allegedly have ties to organized crime. The situation has caused
the displacement of thousands of families without any intervention strategy by the authority to regain
governance in the area.

REGION 6: YUCATÁN PENINSULA

SECURITY
Criminal leader arrested in Ciudad del Carmen. Criminal leader Benjamín Mollinedo known as “El Pantera”,
was arrested in an operation by elements of the Mexican Army in Ciudad del Carmen. “El Pantera” is
considered one of the main leaders who controlled fuel theft, extortion and kidnapping in Tabasco where
he disputed these illicit businesses with the criminal known as “El Kalimba”. After his arrest, it is expected
that violence could grow in Tabasco and that new criminal groups gain power.

DEVELOPMENT
Puerto de Altura will be modernized in Yucatán. The expansion and modernization project of Puerto
Altura in Yucatán has aroused the interest of various national and foreign companies. The project consists
of three phases that includes the port’s land expansion, the increase in the width of the navigation channel
and the development of a new platform with the installation of terminals. The project is expected to be
inaugurated by the end of 2023 and will help to boost competitiveness and connectivity with the world.

NATURAL RESOURCES
Unpunished environmental crimes in Quintana Roo. Most of the environmental crimes committed in
Quintana Roo and reported to the Attorney General's Office (FGR) go unpunished. The cause of environmental
damage is due to unplanned urban and tourist development and the lack of supervision by the authorities.
In recent decades Cancun has lost a large part of its jungles, wetlands, and coastal dunes, which could
disappear completely if the authority does not punish companies damaging the environment.

POWER AND AUTHORITY
Mayan train faces social opposition in Campeche. The construction of the Mayan Train has faced various
delays caused by opposition from some communities. Among the latest conflicts stands out the blockade
made by residents of the Paraíso Nuevo ejido in Campeche because of the lack of agreements with Fonatur
officials. As a result of the opposition of several communities, the Mayan Train route had to be modified,
now the train will no longer pass-through the Campeche capital and will have to go around it all the way
through the Campeche Airport.

INSIGHT
Yucatán is committed to develop new economic sectors. After the health crisis in the state, which
strongly affected the tourism and service provision industry, the Government of Yucatán is betting on
developing new sectors such as production, technologies, and renewable energies. In this last field,
Yucatán hosted an International Hydrogen Congress, where they highlighted the state’s potential to
produce hydrogen and generate electricity with it. Other countries that are betting on hydrogen is Chile,
which already has its first hydrogen station aiming to decarbonize the mining industry.
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